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We construct boson models in two space-time dimensions which satisfy 
all the Wightman axioms with mass gap. The interactions are exponential and 
no restriction on the size of the coupling constant is made. The Schwinger 
functions for the space cut-off interaction are shown to be non-negative and 
to decrease monotonically to their unique, non zero, intinite volume limit, as the 
space cut-off is removed. The correspondent Wightman functions satisfy all 
the Wightman axioms. The mass gap of the space cut-off Hamiltonian is non 
decreasing as the space cut-off is removed and the Hamiltonian for the infmite 
volume limit has mass gap at least as large as the bare mass. The infinite volume 
Schwinger functions and the mass gap depend monotonically on the coupling 
constant and the bare mass. The coupling of the first power of the field to the 
first excited state is proven and an equation of motion for the interacting field 
is derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nelson’s introduction [l] of Markoff fields and euclidean methods 
in constructive quantum field theory has had a strong influence 
on recent studies of some models [2-4] and these methods played also 
a certain role in Glimm-Spencer’s proof [5] of the mass gap and the 
uniqueness of the infinite volume limit for weakly coupled P(p)& 
models, completing the verification of Wightman’s axioms for these 
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models [6].* One of the advantages of the Markoff fields approach 
is to make available for quantum fields methods used successfully 
in the study of the thermodynamic limit in statistical mechanics. A 
first direct use of this connection was made in [3], where Kirkwood- 
Salzburg equations for dilute gases where applied to the study of the 
infinite volume limit of weakly coupled ultraviolet cut-off non- 
polynomial interactions. For strongly coupled models other methods 
of statistical mechanics have been used quite recently. These are the 
so called correlation inequalities, in particular the Griffiths inequalities 
for Ising ferromagnetic systems [7] [see also, e.g., 81. Guerra, Rosen, 
and Simon [9] and Nelson [lo] introduced a framework which makes 
possible to apply the correlation inequalities to the case of quantum 
fields, (the so called lattice approximation for the Pi models). 
The consequences of these correlation inequalities include a result of 
Nelson [lo] on the existence of the infinite volume limit for a class of 
P(9’)2 interactions with Dirichlet boundary conditions (without 
restrictions to weak coupling) and a result of Simon [l I] on the 
coupling to the first excited state. Uniqueness of the vacuum in these 
models was not obtained by this method, but for certain polynomials 
of at most fourth degree and Dirichlet boundary conditions yet 
another method inspired by statistical mechanics (Lee-Yang theorems) 
has been successful l-121. The question of the mass gap remains 
however open in these strong coupling models. 
In this paper we shall use Euclidean Markoff fields and correlation 
inequalities for the study of the infinite volume limit of scalar bosons 
with even exponential self-coupling in two space-time dimensions, 
without cut-offs and restrictions on the size of the coupling constant, 
and we prove all Wightman axioms including uniqueness of the 
vacuum and the mass gap. 
A class of the models including the present ones have been studied 
previously by one of us [13]. Their space cut-off Hamiltonians 
H, = H,, + V,, have been shown to exist as essentially self-adjoint 
operators. Moreover the uniqueness of the ground state of H, , with 
eigenvalue E, , was proved as well as the finiteness of the spectrum 
in the interval [E, , E, + m - c], where E > 0 is arbitrary and m is 
the bare mass. Infinite volume limit points were then given using a 
compactness argument [along the lines of 141, but the question of the 
uniqueness of the limit was not tackled yet. 
* After completion of this paper we received a preprint by J. Glirnm and A. JafFe, 
“The n-particle cluster expansion for the Pi quantum field models,” which carries 
the study of the weakly coupled P(v)% interactions further and includes the construction 
of the scattering matrix. 
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In this paper we establish the existence and uniqueness of the 
infinite volume limit, by proving that the Schwinger functions of the 
space cut-off interactions are non-negative and monotonically 
decreasing as the space cut-off function is increasing. We then verify 
that the infinite volume Schwinger functions satisfy all the axioms [ 15]* 
for Euclidean fields and, using a result of Osterwalder and Schrader 
p51*, we then have that all the Wightman axioms are satisfied in these 
models. Furthermore, we have that the spectrum of the space cut-off 
Hamiltonian is void in the open interval (E, , E, + m) and the 
mass gap is monotonically non decreasing as the space cut-off is 
removed. Moreover the mass gap of the physical Hamiltonian H is of 
size larger or equal m and is a monotone nondecreasing function of the 
coupling constant and the bare mass m. We also prove that the first 
excited states of the physical Hamiltonian are in the odd subspace 
of the physical Hilbert space and are coupled to the vacuum by the 
first power of the field. 
2. EXPONENTIAL INTERACTIONS IN Two SPACE-TIME DIMENSIONS 
In [13] a class of models of a boson field with exponential self- 
coupling in two space-time dimensions was considered. The space 
cut-off Hamiltonian for the space cut-off interactions of these models 
is given by 
Hr = Ho + i l<r :v(q(x)): dx, (2.1) 2, 
where H,, is the free energy for a scalar bosonfield with positive mass 
m > 0, in two space-time dimensions, and V(s) is a non-negative 
real function of the form 
V(s) = / exp(as) dv(a), (2.2) 
where v is a bounded positive measure with compact support in the 
open interval (--1/s, 6). The precise set ‘of functions (2.2) 
for which the methods of [13] hold is actually given by all positive 
measures v with support in the closed interval [--a, 61 and 
such that 
Jl 
(27r - st)-l dv(s) dv(t) < co. (2.3) 
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The Wick ordered function of the field :V(y(x)): is defined as the 
positive bilinear form on the free Fock space 9 given by 
:VbW = 1 exp v+(x) exp 944 d+), (2.4) 
where v+(x) and p)-(x) are the creation and annihilation parts of the 
free field y(x). In [13] it was proven that 
is a positive self-adjoint operator, and moreover that 
H, = Ho + Vr (2.6) 
is essentially self-adjoint on a domain contained in the intersection of 
the domains of definition for H,, and V, . It was also proved that H,. 
has a lowest simple isolated eigenvalue E, , which is separated from 
the essential spectrum of H, by the distance m. Since V, is a strictly 
local perturbation the time translations exist as a one parameter group 
of C*-isomorphisms of the C*-algebra of local operators. 
Let Q, be the normalized eigenvector belonging to the eigenvalue 
E, . The estimate 
(Q, > K4-4) G 2~ II v II (2.7) 
was proved and it was indicated how this estimate could be used to 
construct an infinite volume vacuum as a state on the C*-algebra of 
local operators, invariant under space and time translations. An 
infinite volume vacuum was obtained as a weak limit point in the 
state space of convex combinations of the states given by Q, and its 
translates. Summarizing briefly the results of the present paper for 
the vacuum, we prove, for the case V(s) = V(--s), that E, is separated 
from the rest of the spectrum of H, by the distance m, and that the 
state wP given by Q, has a unique limit point w  as Y + a and this is 
invariant under space and time translations as well as under homo- 
geneous Lorentz transformations. Moreover, in the renormalized 
Hilbert space given by the infinite volume vacuum w, the infinitesimal 
generator of the time translations, i.e., the Hamiltonian H has zero 
as a simple lowest eigenvalue with eigenvector given by w, and the 
rest of the spectrum of H is contained in the interval [m, co). 
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3. THE MARKOFF FIELD AND THE SCHWINGER FUNCTIONS 
Following Nelson [l] we introduce the free Markoff field in two 
dimensions t(x), x E R2, which is the generalized Gaussian stochastic 
field with mean zero and covariance given by 
W(x) 5(r)) = G(x - Y) = CW2 IRS exp i(x - Y>P L?PIP(P)~I, (3.1) 
where p(p)2 = p2 + m2, p2 = p,z + p02. Since G(x) is not a bounded 
function, t(x) itself is not a stochastic variable, but only a generalized 
stochastic variable, so that t(h) = J’ap f(x) h(x) dx is a Gaussian 
stochastic variable with mean zero and variance 
(hGh) = 1 h(x) G(x - y) h(y) dx dy, 
for all real distributions h such that this integral is finite. 
Let (X, dp) be the probability space on which all the stochastic 
variables f(h) are measurable functions. Let LP be the space of 
L,(X, dp)-integrable functions. The distributions h such that 
(hGIz) < co are the elements of the real Sobolev space H-,(R2) and 
one verifies easily that distributions of the form 6(x, - t) @,f(xl) = 
h(x, , x0>, wheref E fh2(R), are in H-,(W). Let I& be the conditional 
expectation with respect to the a-algebra generated by the stochastic 
variables of the form t,,(f) = JR .$(x, O)f(x) dx for f E H--1/2(R). 
Since E,, is a conditional expectation it is an orthogonal projection in 
L, . There is then a natural identification of the free Fock space 9 
with EAz such that the free vacuum Sz, is identified with the function 
1 and such that the self adjoint operator v(f) = JR y(x)f(x) dx 
is identified with the multiplication operator given by the function 
‘Ll(f )* 
Since the covariance function (3.1) is Euclidean invariant in R2, 
so is the measure dp and hence, we have a strongly continuous unitary 
representation on L, of the Euclidean group in R2. Let U’ be the 
unitary representation in L, of the translations of the form (x1 , x0) -+ 
(x1 , x0 + t) in R 2. One verifies [l] now that in the representation of 
the free Fock space as Ed2 one has the following representation of the 
semigroup e-lHo: Let F be functions in Ed2 , then 
exp( --tH,,)F = E,, U,F. (3.2) 
THEOREM 3.1 (Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula). Let V be a real 
function in EA2 such that V is bounded below by a constant function, 
and consider V as a self-adjoint multiplication. operator on EoL2 . 
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If H = HO + V is essentially self adjoint, then for any FE EOLz , 
exp( -tH)F = E,, exp ( 6 u,V dT) UP, - 
where the integral in the exponent is the strong L,(X, dp) integral. 
Proof. Since H = HO+ V is essentially self-adjoint on D(H,,) n D(V) 
and bounded below, and -HO as well as - Y are infinitesimal genera- 
tors of strongly continuous semigroups exp( -tH,J and exp( -tV), 
we have by the Kato-Trotter theorem on perturbations of infinitesimal 
generators that the closure of -H is the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous semigroup exp( - tH) and 
exp( - tH) = strong l&$exp( - t/n&J exp( - t/n V)]“. (3.3) 
By (3.2) we have that, for any F E E,L, , 
[exp(--t/nH,) exp( - t/nV)]” F = E,, exp 
[ i 
- - ; iI Uixtd) W] . (3.4) 
Since U, is strongly continuous on L, and V is in E& CL, , we have 
that U,V is strongly continuous and uniformly bounded in L, . 
Hence (l/4 CL hdd V converges to Ji U,V dr in L, . Hence there 
is a subsequence nj which converges pointwise almost everywhere in 
X with respect to the measure dp. Since V is bounded below and U, 
comes from a transformation on X, we have that - ( 1 /n) cbl Ufktln) V 
are bounded below uniformly in n. Therefore 
is uniformly bounded and converges pointwise. Hence by dominated 
convergence the right-hand side of (3.4) converges to the right-hand 
side of the formula in Theorem 3.1. By (3.3) the corresponding left 
hand side converges. This proves Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 3.1. Let V E E&, and real but not 
necessarily bounded below. Let V,(x) = V(x) if V(x) > -k and 
V,(x) = -k f t, i no and assume that Hk = HO + V, 3 -C, where C 
does not depend on k. Then HI, tends strongly in the generalized sense to a 
self-adj,int operator H which is bounded below and the formula of the 
theorem still holds. 
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Proof. Since -C < Hkg < Hk for k < k’ we have that 
(HI, + c + 1)-l < (Hk, + c + 1)-l < 1. Hence (Hk + c + 1)-l is a 
monotone sequence of positive operators uniformly bounded by 1, so 
that (Hk + c + 1)-l converges strongly and since the limit is bounded 
below by (Hk + c + 1)-l f or a fixed k we have that the limit is the 
resolvent (H + c + 1)’ of a self-adjoint operator H. By the Trotter 
theorem on approximation of semigroups we have that exp(--H,) 
converges strongly to exp(--H). Hence the left-hand side of the 
formula in the theorem converges. Since U, comes from a trans- 
formation on X we have that ( U,V,,)(x) < ( U7VJ(x) for k < k’ and 
all x E X. Hence, exp( -J: U,V, d 7 increases monotonically for all ) 
x E X with k. Hence for F > 0 the right-hand side of the formula 
converges by the monotone convergence theorem. This proves the 
corollary. 1 
We shall now apply the Feyman-Kac-Nelson formula to the 
exponential interactions, but first we need to introduce the Wick 
powers of the free Markoff field. 
Let P, be the closed linear subspace of ,5,(X, dp) generated by 
functions of the form [(fl) se* 5(fk), k < n. We then have that 
u, P, is dense in L, and Pnpl _ C P, . We then introduce the Hermite 
polynomials Z, of degree n as the orthogonal complement of Pnel in 
P,: Zn = P, 0 Pnel . Since (J, P, is dense in L, we get that 
(3.5) 
Following Segal [ 161 we define the Wick ordered monomial 
:&h,) *d. &Jr,): as the orthogonal projection of .$(h,) *** &h,) on Y& . 
A direct computation gives that 
11: &z)‘v~/~ = n! (hGh)n. (3.6) 
Hence J& is isometric to the nth symmetric tensor product of the 
Sobolev-space K, . Let g be a smooth function. We define the nth 
Wick power :5(x)“: of the field f(x) by 
:P: (g) = s,. :6(x)? g(x) dx, (3.7) 
where :5?(g) is the element in Zm given by 
(:P: (g), :@,) --* !vbJ:) 
= n! jdx) fJ G(x - rd h,(rA dyi dx. (3.8) 
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(3.8) defines a linear functional on &, but computing the norm of 
this linear functional we get 
11:5”:(g)ll” = fi! /g(x) G(x - y)“g(y) dx dy, (3.9) 
which shows that for g smooth this linear functional is bounded and 
hence an element in =TK,~ . We have actually proved that :5?(g) is in 
=%I =2(x 44 f or all distributions g such that 
is finite. 
tgG”d = 1 g(x) (3% - Y)” g(y) dx 4 (3.10) 
We now define the Wick exponential :exp(ole):(g) by the series 
:expbO:k) = f. $- :P:M, (3.11) 
whenever the series converges in L, . Since the nth term of (3.11) is in 
&n we have by (3.5) that the L, convergence corresponds to the 
convergence of the series 
ll:exptd):(s)ll~ = f. f (gG%. (3.12) 
Since G(x - y) is a positive function the series in (3.12) converges 
if and only if the integral 
(g expta2W = j g(x) expb2Gtx - r)l g(y) dx dr (3.13) 
is finite, and in this case we get 
Il:exp(4:(g)l/~ = (g expta2GM. (3.14) 
Since G(x) = (1/2~) &(mj x I), where / x I2 = x12 + %a2 and I&, is 
a modified Bessel function, we have that G(x) goes exponentially to 
zero as / x 1 --+ 00, that G(x) is bounded for 1 x 1 > E > 0 and that 
G(x) + WW 1 n x is I I b ounded for I x 1 < 1. Hence exp o12G(x) - 1 
is an integrable function in lR2 for I 01 I < 2 ~~ and since G(x) is 
positive so is exp oraG(x) - 1. Let 
G = JR2 (exp[~2G(41 - 1) 4 
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then we get from (3.13) that (g exp(cu2G) g) is bounded by 
II g 111” + Cm II g II: . H ence we have the estimate for the L,-norm of the 
Wick ordered exponential 
ll:exp(4:k)ll22 G II g Iii + C, II g lli , (3.15) 
for 1 01 1 < 2 4;. 
Let dv(ol) be a positive measure of compact support in the open 
interval (-2 d:, 2 2/G) and let 
V(s) = J exp(oLF) &(a). 
We then define the corresponding Wick ordered function of the free 
Markoff field by 
:V:(g) = 1 :exp(&):(g) &(a). (3.16) 
That :V:(g) defines a function in L,(X, +) follows from the fact that 
the series in (3.11) converges uniformly in L, for (Y in a compact sub- 
interval of (-2 d%, 2 4;). By going through the arguments above 
we actually find that, if g E L,( R2) n L,(W) and 
is finite, then : V:(g) is in L,(X, &) and 
!l:w)ll; d II y II2 I/g II,” + CY II g II; - (3.17) 
Consider now the operator I’,. given on the Fock space by (2.5). In 
[13] it was proved that in the E,,L,, representation of the Fock space 
V, is a multiplication operator by a non negative function in E,,L, and 
we shall denote this function also by V, . Since Ha + V, is essentially 
self adjoint [ 131 we may apply Theorem 3.1. 
Since in the EoL2 representation the self-adjoint operator v(f) = 
JR y(xl)f(xl) dx, goes over into the multiplication by the function 
h,(f) = .fw 5(x1 , O).f(q) dxl , we have that 
I :exp[q(x)]: f(x) dx 3 :exp(&):(f @ 8) (3.18) 
and this is in E&,(X, dp) for I 01 1 < 4\/2?T, which follows from 
(3.14) and the calculations given in [13]. Choosing f = xr , where 
580/16/x-4 
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x,(x1) = 1 for 1 x1 1 f Y  and zero if not, and integrating (3.18) with 
respect to a measure that satisfies the condition (2.3), we get that 
v, = :v& @ 6). (3.19) 
Now since U&(g) = &gJ, where g,(x, , q,) = g(x, , x0 - t), we get 
immediately that U,:exp(&):(g) = :exp(&):(gJ and therefore also 
that 
u,v, = :V:(xr @ S,), 
where ar is the unit point measure at t. Therefore 
s 
t U,V,dT = :V:(X$), 
0 
(3.20) 
where x7 t = I if 1 x1 / < r and 0 < x,, < t and zero if not. Hence in 
our case the formula in Theorem 3.1 takes the form 
exp(--tH,)F = E. exp[- : V:(X~“)] U,F, (3.21) 
for F in EJz . 
Let now Fl ,..., F, be in EoL,(X, dp), then by repeated applications 
of (3.21) we get that, for s < t, < a** < t, < t and Q,(x) = 1, 
(Sz, exp[-(4 - 9 %I FI exp[-(h - h> &I F2 *a* expC-(b - LJ 41 F, 
* exp[-(t - GJ %I Sz,) 
= E{F: 0.. F: exp[: E(xzBt)]>, (3.22) 
where F$ = UliFi , i = I,..., n and x:*“(x) = 1 for 1 x1 I < r and 
s < x0 < t, and zero if not. 
Now let jr ,..., f, b e real functions in the Sobolev space K,~,(R), 
and let Fi = p(v( f )) = p(tO( f )), where p is a bounded function. 
Since y(f) = t,(f) is in L,(X, dp) for all p < co [9], and 
:Vz(xr”) > 0 so that exp(-:V:(X,~)) is in L, we get, by letting p(a) be 
an approximation to the function a, that 
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where ff(f) = [(f @ 6,) and the integral over [w” is understood in 
the weak sense. 
For g > 0 and g E L,(R2) n L,( R2) we define the measure 
dpg = (E(exp[-:V: (g)]))-l exp[-:V: (g)] dp. (3.24) 
Since :V:(g) > 0, dpg is a new probability measure on X, which is 
absolutely continuous with respect to dp. For any measurable function 
F on X, we shall denote 
(Fh = ~Fs,~ (3.25) 
The Schwinger functions for the interaction cut-off in space and time 
by g, are the distributions defined by the formula 
From [13] we know that H, has a simple lowest eigenvalue E, , 
which is separated from the rest of the spectrum of H,. , Let Q, be 
the corresponding normalized eigenvector. We shall see that we can 
use this fact to prove that Sxr, 8t converges to a limit Sxr as s ---t -co 
and t + co. To prove this we shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any p > 1 and q > 1 there is a T depending 
only on p and q such that exp( - TH,) is a contraction from. E,,L.@ to E&. 
Proof. The corresponding lemma with H,, instead of H, was 
proved by Glimm [I 7, Lemma 5. I]. By the Kato-Trotter product 
formula we have 
exp( - tH,) F = $+$ exp( - t/n&,) exp( - t/n V,) * * * exp( - W&J exp( - t/n VP 
(3.28) 
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By (3.21) exp(-M,) ma p s non-negative functions into non-negative 
functions, hence exp(--tH,)F < exp( -tH,) 1 F j for any function F in 
A’& . Since V, > 0 and exp( -t/&&J maps non-negative functions 
into non-negative functions, we get from (3.28) that 
exp( - W) I J’ I G exp( - tH,,) I F I. 
Hence exp( - tH,)F < exp( -t&) J F J, and therefore also 
-exp(-M,.)F = exp(-ttH,)(-F) < exp(--tH,J 1 F 1; 
so that ( exp(--tH,.)F 1 < exp(-t&J 1 F I. Thus 11 exp( --tH,)F Jig < 
II exp(-6) I F I llrl p which by the result of Glimm is smaller or 
equal to (( F (IB . This proves the lemma. B 
Since exp(--tH,)Qr = exp(--tE,)1;2, we get that Q,, is in Lp for 
all p -=c co. Furthermore, since E, is an isolated eigenvalue, we have 
that exp[-t(H, - E,)]Q,, converges strongly to Q,(Q., Q,) in L, . 
Since exp[--s(Hr - E,)] is a contraction from L, to Lp for any p, 
where s depends on p, by Lemma 3.1, we have that exp( -s(H,. - E,)] 
maps strong convergence in L, into strong convergence in Lp . 
Therefore since 
exp[--t(JJr - E,)] D0 = exp[-s(Hr - EJ] f exp[-(t - s)(H7 - ET)] Q0 
and exp[-(t - s)(Hr - EJ]Q, converges strongly to sZ,(Q, ,a,) in 
L, , we aIso get that exp[-t(H, - E,)]Q,, converges strongly to 
Q.(Q, , Q,) in L, for all p < co. 
Since QJ( f ) is in L, for all p < cg and exp( -tH,) is a contraction 
on L, [13, Lemma 3.31, we may use the above result on formula (3.27) 
and we get that S,,s, t converges as s + -co and t -+ oo and the 
limit S.+ is given by 
= (Q, y dfi) exp[-(h - Wfr - J%)I dfd *.. 
ed-(tll - tn-Wr - J%)I dhJ W (3.29) 
From the ergodicity of exp(- tH7) [ 13, Section 41 we have that 
Q.(x) > 0 for almost all x E X, hence polynomials of the time zero 
field, i.e., polynomials in cp(fi) **. I for arbitrary n and fi ,...,fn 
applied to IR, are dense in the Fock space E,,Lz . It follows therefore 
from (3.29) that S+ uniquely determines Sz, and H,. . In the following 
section we shall show that D, and H, have unique limits as r tends to 
infinity, by showing that S, has unique limit as T tends to infinity. 
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4. THE LATTICE APPROXIMATION AND THE 
CORRELATION INEQUALITIES 
In order to prove correlation inequalities for the Schwinger 
functions we shall extend to our case a method developed by Guerra, 
Rosen and Simon [9] and Nelson [lo] for the P(y)a interactions. The 
method uses the following lattice approximation for the Markoff 
fields. 
Let 6 > 0 be a fixed real number and denote by L,2 the lattice of 
points n * 6, where n runs over the set Z2 of ordered pairs of integers. 
The correspondent of the Laplacian A in R2 is the finite difference 
operator A, acting on functionsf over LS2 as 
d&28) = s-2 qf(n8) - c [ f(nS) .In'-?Zl=l I 
Define the Fourier transforms from Z2(La2) to 
L2([-f,3 x [-f,;)] =w-*2) 
bY 
h(k) = 2 C Ph(6n) exp( -2Xn6). 
MZ$ 
Since Ta2 is the dual group of LB2 one verifies that h --+ /i is a unitary 
mapping from Z2(La2) onto L,( Ta2), and the inverse mapping is given by 
h(8n) = & 1 
T2 
I;(k) exp(ikn8) dk 
and the Plancherel’s formula 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
By Fourier transformation -A, + m2 acts as a multiplication by the 
function pa(h)2 in L,( To2), where 
pd(k)2 = lP2[4 - 2 cos(Gk,) - 2 cos(Sk,)] + m2. (4.4) 
Set for x E [w2 
(4.5) 
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and define the lattice approximation of the random field by 
t&Y = tv&n>. (4.6) 
Then t&n) are Gaussian stochastic variables with mean zero and 
covariance given by 
E(&(Sn) &(Sn’)) = G,(Sn - Sn’) 
= (2~)-~ S,* exp[i(Sn - 6n’)K] ---&- . (4.7) 
From (4.7) we see that G, as a convolution operator on Z,(L,2) is the 
inverse of -A, + m2, and since -A, is the nearest neighbour 
difference operator given by (4.1) we see that 5,(&z) is a discrete 
Markovian field in the sense of Spitzer [18a] (see also Dobrushin [ 18b]). 
For any g in C,,~(FP), we define 
t*(g) = c ~2wwg(n~) (4.8) 
TEZZ 
and we shall similarly define the lattice approximation to the Wick 
powers of the field by 
:&Q(g) = 1 P:&(Sn)7: g(nS), 
7ZEZS 
(4.9) 
and the approximation to the Wick exponential for 1 01 j < (4/d;) is 
given by the&(X, &) convergent series 
:e~pWWg) = j. $ :&%9. (4.10) 
That this series actually converges in ,5,(X, &) and approximates the 
Wick exponential for 1 01 1 < (4/d/;;) and smooth g is proven below. 
Guerra, Rosen and Simon [9b, Theorem IV, 1] have the following 
result. 
LEMMA 4.1. For g in COm(Rz), :f6r:(g) converge to :fr:(g) in 
L,(X,dp)for 1 \<p < co ass-to. 
We shall need a corresponding result for the Wick ordered expo- 
nentials, and we have the following 
THEOREM 4.1. For g in C,,w(R2) and E > 0, :exp(cu&):(g) converge 
to :exp(&):(g) in ,5,(X, dp) uniformly in (II for 1 a 1 < (4/z/G) - E us 
6 -+ 0. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.1 it is enough to prove that the series in (4.10) 
converges in L,(X, +) uniformly in S and 01 for ) cy 1 < “(4/fi) - E. 
The L, norm of :ts7:(g) is given by 
E[(:f,‘:(g))2] = r! C S*g(nS)(G,(nS - n’S))7g(n’S). (4.1 I) 
11.12’ 
Let G,’ be the convolution operator on Zz(Ld2) with the kernel 
(G&z6 - TZ’&))~. W e remark that &/z-” is a positive definite function 
because from (4.4) we have that 
P*(W = 2 2 l (” + 28-y f (P (Jg + 2s-z))y (cos(SK,) + cos(SK,))‘, 
7=0 
where the series converges absolutely since (62([m2/2] + 2P2))--1 < 4, 
and cos(Sk,) + cos(GK,) is a positive definite function. Hence 
G,(n6 - n’s) is a non-negative function, and therefore the kernel of 
Ggr is non-negative, and the norm of Gsr as an operator on Z2(Lg2) is 
simply given by 
II Gr II = 1 S2(GW)+. (4.12) 
n 
Using now that the integral of a function is the value at zero of its 
Fourier transform, we get from (4.7) that /I G, I] = m-2. Similarly we 
have that 
11 G,r 11 = m-2(2r)-2fr-1) /...I ps(kl)-2 
IkikNS 
T-1 
x p& - Q-2 *** P&-l - k2)-2 JJ dki 9. (4.13) 
j=l 
where ) k 
estimate: 
1 = max(l A1 1, 1 A2 I}. L emma IV.2 of [9b] gives the following 
CLdY < @)-5 (4.14) 
for 1 kj i g r/S. Since P(K)-~ is a positive function, we get from (4.13) 
and (4.14) the following estimate for the norm of GBr: 
j( Gar I/ < (~)p(rwl’ m-2(2~)-2+-1) 1 *** s p(kl)-2 
7-l 
x p(K, - k,)-2 *** p(k,-, - k,-p JJ dk, , (4.15) 
j=l 
where the integrations now run over all of R2. 
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and let G’ be the convolution operator on L,(R2) with the kernel 
(G(x - y))r. In the same way as we derived the formula (4.13) we get 
the analogous formula for the norm of G’. Hence, we have proved the 
estimate 
) Gsr 11 < ($‘+-l) 1) G’//. (4.17) 
The next step in the proof is to give an estimate for the norm of Gr. 
Let K be the convolution operator on L2(R2) with the kernel 
K(x - Y) = exp[cu2G(x - y)] - 1. Since ~(k)-~ = (l/m2 + K2) is a 
positive definite operator, G(x - y) is non-negative, and this gives 
that K(x - y) is non-negative. Hence the norm of K is given by 
JR, K(x) dx, and K is a bounded operator if K(x) is an integrable 
function. Since G(x) tends to zero exponentially as [ x 1 -+ co and 
G(x) is bounded for 1 x 1 > 1, we have that Jlzlzl K(x) dx < GO. 
Actually G(x) = (1/27r)K,(mj x I), where 1 x I2 = xl2 -+ x,,~ and K,, is 
the modified Bessel function, so that G(x) + (1/2z-) In j x j is bounded 
for / x 1 < 1. Thus K(x) is integrable if and only if 
is finite. This gives the condition / OL / < 2 d;. We have therefore 
proved, that for 1 01 / < 2 6, K is a bounded operator on L,(R2) 
and that K(x) is an integrable function. 
We shall now compute the integral of K(x) in a different manner. 
By the definition of K(x) we have that 
K(x) = fl $ (G(x))“. 
Since G(x) is non-negative and K(x) is integrable for I 01 1 < 2 d;, 
we have by monotone convergence that 
and the series converge. Hence 
(4.18) 
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for 1 01 1 < 2 dz. Since the series is convergent the terms must be 
bounded, which gives the inequality ,2nII G” 1) < n ! for all 1 a [ < 2 2/;;. 
So that 
11 G” 11 < (4m)-” - n!, 
which together with (4.17) gives the uniform estimate 
(4.19) 
// G,’ 11 < (4~)+ (7~/2)~(‘-~) Y ! .  (4.20) 
We are now in the position to prove that the series (4.10) converges 
inL,(X, dp) uniformly in 6. Since the sum in (4.10) is a direct sum in 
,3,(X, &L) it is enough to prove that 
(4.21) 
converges uniformly in 6. By (4.11) we have that 
W5’:(gN21 G r! It 8, II; II ‘ST II> (4.22) 
for r > 1 and it is bounded by )/ gs 11: for r = 0, where 
and 
From (4.20), (4.21), and (4.22) we see that for 1 01 1 < (4/G), g and 
/ g I2 Riemann integrable, the series (4.21) converges uniformly in 6. 
Moreover 4.21 converges also uniformly in 01 for I 01 ) < (4/fi) - E 
for any E > 0. 1 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1 we have that, for g in Cam(!R2) 
and E > 0, and dv(or) a finite positive measure with support in 
[-(4/A) + E, (4/G) - ~1, :v,:(g> = 1 :expM):k) W4 
converges in L,(X, dj-6) to 
:V:(g) = J :exp(&):(g) f&(a), as 6-0. 
This implies that there exists a subsequence a,, , a,, -+ 0 for nj -+ co 
such that : V&:(g) converges to : V:(g) almost everywhere with respect 
to the measure dp. Hence exp[-: V*:(g)] converges almost everywhere 
to exp[-:V:(g)] and since exp[-:V,:(g)] is uniformly bounded by 
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the constant 1 we get that exp[-:V,:(g)] converges to exp[-: V:(g)] 
in&(X, &) for allp < co, as 6 --t 0. Since the products ~6(g1).**~6(g7) 
are in LP for all 1 < p < co and converge by Lemma 4.1 to 
S(g1) -** ‘tYg,> in& 3 we have that, as S --P 0, 
converges to 
(4.23) 
where dp6,g is the normalized measure 
4a.v = exp[-:V8:(g)] (1 exp[-:V,:(g)] dp)-‘. 
We have thus proven the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. For any g > 0, g E C,m(R2) and h, ,..., hr E C,,m(Rz) 
the lattice approximations S&h, .a* h,) of the space-timecut-off Schwinger 
functions converge as 6 + 0 to the space-time cut-off Schwinger functions 
S,(hl ..- h,). 1 
We shall now prove correlation inequalities for the S,,, . Applying 
Theorem 4.2 we then will get the same inequalities also for S, . The 
correlation inequalities for the S,,, are a consequence of some general 
inequalities which we are going to state. 
First we need a definition. A ferromagnetic measure on [w” is any 
finite measure of the form dh(x) = F,(x,) **a Fn(x,J exp(-&&) dg, 
where x stands for the n-tuple x1 ,..., x, , Fi(xi) are continuous, 
bounded, positive functions on R and A is a positive definite matrix 
with non positive off-diagonal elements. A ferromagnetic measure is 
called even if F,(x) = Fi(-x) for all i = 1, 2,..., n [9b]. One has the 
following. 
LEMMA 4.2 [9b]. If dh is an even ferromagnetic finite measure on [w” 
then the following two inequalities of Grifiths type hold: 
where ( >A means expectation with respect to the normalized measure 
(J dh)-l dh. 
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Moreover for any two continuous, polynomially bounded functions 
f? G such that+, ,..., 2,) <F(y, ,...,m), G(x, ,..., 4 < G(Y, ,...,Y,> 
whenever xi < yi for all i = l,..., n, one has the inequality of 
FKG-type 
(FG), 2 09, ((3, . 
Remark. For a proof and discussion of above inequalities we refer 
to [9b]. The proof uses conditions isolated in connection with 
statistical mechanical problems by Ginibre [8] and Fortuyn- 
Kasteleyn-Ginibre [ 191. I 
Lemma 4.2 can be applied, as remarked in [9] for the case of 
the P(q)z interactions, to prove correlation inequalities for the 
Schwinger functions. Consider S&h, ,..., h,), with fixed g, 6, h, ,..., h, . 
S,,dh, >..., 4.) is expressed in terms of expectations involving only 
finitely many stochastic Gaussian variables q1 ,..., 7N , where Q. = 
<,(n$) for some ni such that n$ belongs to the lattice La2 and to the 
union of the supports ofg and h, ,..., h, . Thus the expectations can be 
expressed through expectations with respect to the finite dimensional 
measure space (RN, r+(N)), where dptN) is the restriction of dp to R”. 
In [9b, Sections IV, V] it is proven that dp(N) is ferromagnetic. 
Since moreover 
exp[-:v6:(g)] = n exp[-P:~(‘(rlj):g(njS)], 
where the product is over finitely many j, we have that dp8,g is ferro- 
magnetic as a measure in RN. Furthermore if V(a) = V(---OI), then 
dpssg is even. 
From Lemma 4.2 we have then, for h > 0, i = l,..., r, 
and 
W&0,) ... 5&N GCWd *** t%gs)Ds.u 
> G%,(h,) *-a &Wh.u <W&d m-m 5aksh, > (4.26) 
for any g, , hi E C,~(W) and any F, G as in Lemma 4.2. ( )s,Q stands 
for expectation with respect to the measure dp8,*. By Theorem 4.2 
the s,., converge as 6 -+ 0 to the corresponding functions S, , and 
thus (4.24) and (4.25) hold also for S, . Moreover if F and G are taken 
to be bounded we get by Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1 that 
F(t6(hl) **a t6(h,.)) -+ F([(h,) *+* ((h,)) in L&X, dp) and similarly for G, 
which then completes the proof of the following. 
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THEOREM 4.3. The Schwinger functions of the space-time cut-of 
exponential interactions (2.1), with V(s) = V(-s),g, h, ,..., h, E C,m(Rz)P 
g, h, ,..., h, 2 0 satisfy the following correlation inequalities: 
S,(h ,-.., 4) 2 0 
S,(h, ,..., h,,,) 3 S,(h, ,..., h,) S,(h,+, >.-.> h,). 
Moreover one has: 
where (F), = fF &, , with 
dp, = E(e-‘Y:(0))-lexp[-:Vz(g)] dp, 
for any continuous, bounded functions i(: G such that F(x, ,,.., xn) < 
F(y, ,..., y%), G(x, ,..., x,) < G(y, ,..., yJ whenever X, < ya for all 
i = l,..., n. 1 
5. THE MONOTONICITY OF THE SCHWINGER FUNCTIONS 
The Schwinger functions S&h, ,..., hJ are functionals of the 
space-time cut-off function g for g > 0 and g E C,,m(lR2). For any 
functional Y(g) depending on a function g > 0, g E C’s=, we define, 
for any function y > 0, y E Corn, the directional derivative at the point 
B as 
4%) = !<q +w + VY) - Wdl9 (5.1) 
whenever this limit exists. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any g > 0 and g E C,,m(R2) and any y > 0 and 
y E C,~(R2), the directional derivative of S,(h, ,..., h,) exists and is 
given by 
Q&(h s..., h,) = (:V:(Y)>, <5(h,) *** I(W), 
+ GW *** S(W:~:W,, (5.2) 
where ( )* stands for the expectation with respect to the meancre 
d,ug = [E(exp[-:V:(g)])]-l exp[-:V:(g)] dp. 
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Proof. Let F be any function in L,(X, &) and g and y be non- 
negative functions in C,,m(~2). We set Y(g) = E(F exp[-:V:(g)]), 
and we shall see that the directional derivative (D,?P)(g) exists. 
Consider the expression 
f [y(g + 9~) - y(g)1 + E[F:v:(y) exp(-:v:(g))l, (5.3) 
which makes sense since F and : V:(r) are in L,(X, dp) and : V:(g) 3 0. 
If we prove that (5.3) tends to zero as E L 0 through positive values 
we have proved that the directional derivative (D,??‘(g) exists and 
that 
(@Y)(g) = -E[F:V:(y) exp[-:V:(g)]]. (5.4) 
Now (5.3) is equal to 
E [Fexp[-:V:(g)] [:V:(y) - $1 - exp[-cVz(y)]))], (5.5) 
and since 0 < (Y - (l/~)(l - e+) < cy for E > 0 and 01 > 0, we 
have that the absolute value of the integrand in (5.5) is dominated by 
1 F ( :V:(y) h’ h w  ic is in L, since both F and : V:(y) are in L, . Hence by 
dominated convergence we get that (5.5) tends to zero as E L 0 
through positive values, since (Y - (l/6)(1 - e-fiy) tends to zero as 
E L 0. To justify the inequality 0 < cy - (l/~)( 1 - e+) for E > 0 
and 01 > 0, we consider the function r)(~, CX) = 01 - ~~‘(1 - e-‘“) for 
E # 0 and ~(0, a) = 0. 11 E 01 is continuously differentiable with ( , )
a~/& = 1 - e-rar > 0 for l > 0 and 01 > 0 and since r)(~, 0) = 0 
we see that r](~, a) > 0 for all E > 0, a! > 0. But 
~,(~l ,*a*, h,) = [E(exp[-:V:(g)l)l-l J@(k) *** 5(h) exp[---:E(g)]) 
and we get, using also the fact that the quotient of two one-sided 
differentiable functions is again a one-sided differentiable function, 
that D,,S,(h, ,..., h,) exists. Then the formula (5.4) gives the one in the 
lemma. 1 
We shall now see that, for g, y, and h, ,..., h, all non-negative, 
D,S,(h, ,..., h,) is non-positive. 
We recall that 
:V:(y) = J :exp(c&):(y) dv(ar). (5.6) 
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Let, for E > 0, xxx) = E-~x(E-~x), where x(x) > 0 and x(x) is in 
C,‘“( R2) and J”sz x(x) dx = 1. Then we define 
E&4 = j- xb - Y> 5(r) dy, (5.7) 
and 
: V,:(y) = jj :exp[c&(x)]: dv(a) y(x) dx. (5.8) 
We shall see that : V&) converges to : V:(y) in L,(X, dp) as E -+ 0. 
In Sobolev space H-,(lR2) we define the operator 
VW4 = j- xc@ - Y) NY) 4. (5.9) 
It is well known that, for h E C,,m(rW2), YE/z converges strongly to h 
in the topology of C,m(R2), hence also strongly in K,(lw2). Since Ye 
is a convolution operator it is given by a multiplication operator in the 
Fourier transformed realization of H-,(R2). Hence the norm of YG 
as an operator on K,(R2) is given by the supremum of the Fourier 
transform gc(p) of xxx). Since xc(x) > 0, is(p) is a positive definite 
function and therefore &(O) = sup1 j&(p)/ = J xc(x) dx = 1. As was 
pointed out in Section 2 
(5.10) 
where Zm could be identified with the nth symmetric tensor-product of 
K,(R2) with itself. Relative to the decomposition (5.10) we define 
(5.11) 
where Yen) = Y c@***@Yc. Since /iYe] = 1 we get from (5.11) 
that ]I g< i = 1. Moreover since FE converges to 1 we get that .7:“’ 
must converge strongly to 1. From which it follows by uniform 
boundedness that YE converges strongly to 1. 
By expanding the Wick ordered exponential in (5.8) one gets 
immediately that 
:V&) = 9p:(y). (5.12) 
Hence, for any F cL2(X, dp), we get that 
(F: ff,:(r>>, - W V:(Y)>, , (5.13) 
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since 
(F:V6:(y))g = [E(exp[-:V:(g)])]-l E[F exp[--V:(g)] * :V,: (r)]. 
Now we have on the other hand from (5.8) that 
: v,:(r) = 11 expK-4UxS’xAl ex~bar5Ml d44 144 dx 
= f f 1 an exp[(-42)(xcGxJ144 /5.(x)” ~(4 dx (5.14) 
?&=O 
= jJo (t,! - 1 a2k exp[(-~2/2)(x,GxJ1 W4 j &;(x)“* ~(4 dx, 
where the series converges in L,(X, &) since it is a sum of positive 
functions, if we assume that 
V(s) = q-s>, (5.15) 
i.e., V(U) = ~(-a). We recall that 
(x$xJ = j=j- xc(x) G(x - Y) xdr> dx 4. 
Assuming from now on V(a) = V(--a), let us consider the expectation 
s azk expK-~2/2)(x,Gxc)1 W-4 
* Wd .a- 5(h) 4,(~)“~>, Y(X) dx, (5.16) 
for h, > O,..., h, > 0, g 2 0, y > 0 and g, y in C,m(R2), where we 
have interchanged summation and integration using the fact that the 
series in (5.14) converges in&(X, &) and Qh,) --* ((h,) is in I&(X, &). 
Now since &(x) = J xxx - y) t(y) dy, where xB(x - y) 2 0, we get 
by Theorem 4.3 that (5.16) is larger or equal to 
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Now by the fact that : V,:(y) converges to : V:(y) in L,(X, &L) we have 
that 
<5&) -*- mA:~‘:(?4), b <:v:w, cxh,) .*- 5(Uh * (5.17) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let g > 0 and g in C,ca(R2). Then for a space and 
time cut-ofl Wick ordered exponential interaction, where the interaction 
density is given by an even function V(s) = J e8” dv(cu), where v is a 
finite positive measure with compact support in the open interval (-4/2/G, 
4/d;), the Schwinger functions S,(x, ,..., xn) are non-negative, locally 
integrable functions, which depend monotonically on g, i.e., 
0 d S,(x, ,**.> %z) d &3(x, ,***, 4 
and 
S,(x, ,a**, 4 G &Ax, ,-**, x7&), 
for g’ < g, where S&x, ,..., x,) are the Schwinger functions for the 
freeFeEd: 
S,(h, ,**-, 43) = -w(~,) *** %vbJ). 
Proof. From (5.17) and Lemma 5.1 we see that, for g > 0 and 
y > 0 and h, ,..., h, > 0, the directional derivative Q,S,(h, ,..., h,) 
is non-positive. Hence S&h, ,..., hr) will decrease as g increases. This 
gives that S&h, ,..., h,) < S,,(h, ,..., h,), which proves that 8,(x, ,..., x,) 
are locally integrable functions. That these functions are non-negative 
follows from Theorem 4.3. This proves the theorem. a 
THEOREM 5.2. If we consider space-time cut-off interactions of the 
form h:V:(g) + p:52:(g,), h w ere the function V(s) satisjes the same 
restriction as in Theorem 5.1, then the same conclusion as in Theorem 5.1 
hold. Moreover 
forA’ <handy’ < p,g’ Ggandg,’ <gI. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem goes in the same way as the 
proof of Theorem 5.1, with the help of the observation that 
:.$>:(gr) = J ,$s(x)2gI(x) dx + constant. 1 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 5.1 AND THEOREM 5.2. The conclusions 
in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 also hold if we assume only that g, g’ 
and g, , g,’ are in L,(lF@) n Lz(R2). Moreover the Schwinger functions 
depend strongly continuously on g and g, for g and g, in L, n L, . 
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Pmof. Y:(g) d p d 1 e en s inearly on g for g 2 0 and g E C,m(iRz), 
moreover 
K(x - Y) = /j” (expWG(x - Y)I - 1) 44 &% (5.19) 
By the assumptions of the theorems K(x) is an integrable function. So 
that the norm )I K 11 of K(x - y) as a convolution operator in L,(R2) is 
bounded by J 1 K(x)\ dx < a. This gives, by (5.18), that 
II: v:(g)ll; < II K II . II g it; + II v II2 II g II,” * (5.20) 
Hence : V:(g) is a bounded linear operator : V: from L,(R2) r\ L1(R2) 
into L,(X, &). 
Let now g > 0 be in L,(W) n L,(iR2) and choose g, E C,,m(Rz) such 
that Ilg, -g II2 -+ 0 and 11 g, - g )I1 --f 0. Then : V:(g,) --t :V:(g) 
in L,(X, dp). Hence there is a subsequence g,* such that :V:(g,f) -+ 
: V:(g) almost everywhere. Therefore 
K7,,(4 ,-**s 4.) = [E(exp[- :V:(gn,)l)l-l Wt@d *em WhJ exp[- :V:(gd)ll 
will converge to S&h, ,..., h,). This also proves that S,(h, ,.. ., h,) is a 
strongly continuous function of g for g EL, n L, . Let now g and g’ be 
in Lz n L, and of compact support and 0 < g’ < g almost everywhere. 
We define g,(x) = f xXx - y) g(y) dr and d(x) = S xXx - y) g’(y) dy. 
Since g’ < g almost everywhere we have that g, and g,’ are in COm(lRa) 
and 0 < gl(x) < g&4, and moreover g, and g,’ converge strongly 
tog andg’inL,nL,. From Theorem 5.1 we then have that, for 
h, 2 o,..., h, 2 0, 
&ph >-..7 4) < S&l ,-**, 4) < &(hl ,“., hf.). 
By the strong continuity in g of S, we therefore get that 
Wl ,***, 4) < $Ahl ,*-*, h) < &@I ---, k), 
for 0 < g’ < g and g and g’ of compact support. Let now g and g’ be 
arbitrary in L, n L, such that 0 < g’ < g. Let gN and gN’ be equal tog 
and g’ for J x 1 < N and zero of not. Then 
&&Jl ,*-*, 4 < &#l >*-*, h,) d &(h ,***, h); 
580/16/r-5 
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by the strong continuity we therefore get 
This proves that the conclusions of Theorem 5.1 also hold for 
0 < g < g’ almost everywhere and g and g’ in L, n L, . In the same 
way one also gets the result in Theorem 5.2 for g, g’ and g, , g,’ in 
L,(BV) n L,(Iw2). This then proves the Corollary. 1 
We shall now prove the equation of motion for the Schwinger 
functions or the partial integration formula for the integral (F), . 
We shall say that F E L,(X, dp) h as a finite dimensional base if there is 
a measurable functionf(y, ,..., yn) of n real variables, and h, ,..., h, 
in K,(R2) such that F =f([(h,),..., [(h,)). We shall say that F is 
differentiable iff(y, ,..., yn) is differentiable, and in this case we define 
(5.21) 
in the sense that 
s & ‘y(x) dx =f j hi(x) u’(x) d  $(5(h,),..., t(h )) (5.22) i=l - z 
for Y E H,(R2). 
We shall say that F is of exponential type if f is of exponential type. 
LEMMA 5.2. (The partial integration lemma.) If F has a finite 
dimensional base and is dzjfetentiable and of exponential type then 
EkTVl = 1 dr G(x - Y) E [&] 
in the sense that for h in II-,([w2) 
J%VVI = E [jj 
6F 
dx dr G(x - Y) 44 -qjq- 1 . 
Remark. This Lemma may also be stated in the form of the 
equation of motion for the free Markoff field, namely that 
EN--d + 4 &WI = E [$$I, 
where the equality is in the sense of distributions. 
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Proof. 
mv,)~l = aw,) * f kw& * .? 5vd)l. (5.24) 
We know that Gii = (hiGhj) is a strictly positive definite matrix and 
let /Iii be the inverse matrix, so that 
i GijAj, = Si, . 
j=l 
Let 1 2rrA 1 be the determinant of the matrix 27rA, . Then by (5.24) 
E[tTh)JI = I~TLI P2) /Re~J(~l ,--.,YJ exp (-(l/2) CYiAiiYj) do 
ii 
=- I 277A lP2) jRsf(n ,...,m> il G, & 
do* 
Sincef( yr ,..., yJ is differentiable and of exponential type we get by 
partial integration that this is equal to 
I 2~7~4 F2) j f G, 2 (yl ,...,yk) exp (-UP) ~Y~-QQ) dr 
P" k=l ij 
= i @l%) E [g (&h),..., I], 
k=l 
which by (5.22) is equal to 
E 
U dx dy G(x - Y) W &]. 
This proves the Lemma. d 
Let L(X) = J x& - y) &Y) 4~. Since 
:exp[4(41: = exp[(-~2/2)(xcGxp)l expbW1 (5.25) 
we see that :exp[&(z)]: h as a finite dimensional base and is of 
exponential type. By (5.25) and (5.22) we get that 
& :exp[d&)l: = :ewEd&)l: x& - 4. (5.26) 
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Let V’(s) be the derivative of the function V((s) = sea8 &(a). 
Integrating both sides of (5.26) with respect to &(a) we find that 
: V(f,(z)): has a finite dimensional base, is of exponential type, and that 
Let g > 0 and g E C0m(R2). By the previous section we then know 
that J : V([,(x)): g(z) d z converges strongly in L,(X, dp) to : V:(g) as 
E -+ 0. By the result of Section 3 we know that :V(&(z)): is strongly 
L,(X, dp) continuous in x. Hence the integral J :V(&(z)): g(z) dx is 
approximated strongly in L,(X, dp) by its Riemann approximation 
R,,, = C 62:V(&(&z)):g(nS). 
nEza 
(5.28) 
The Riemann approximation Rc,6 has again a finite dimensional base 
and is of exponential type, and is differentiable. 
Let F be a function with a finite dimensional base that is differen- 
tiable and of exponential type and consider 
W(W ew[- :v:(g)lI. (5.29) 
By the fact that Rr,b approximate : V:(g) strongly in L,(X, dp) and the 
fact that R c,6 > 0 and strong L,-convergence implies convergence 
almost everywhere of subsequences, we get that (5.29) is approximated 
by E[&z)F exp(-R,,,)]. By Lemma 6.1 we now get that 
-tEW dx dy G(x - y) h(x)F 8 exp( - R,J] . 
(5.30) 
By (5.22), (5.28), and (5.27) we have that 
A = 1 S2:vy&(Sn)): g(d) x&S - y). 
QTY) 9&EZS 
As 8 + 0 this converges strongly in&(X, dp) to 
s :W&9): A4 xc@ - Y) dz (5.32) 
(5.31) 
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and as E + 0 
sss dx dy dz G(x - y) h(x) : W,(4): &> xXx - Y> (5.33) 
converges strongly in&(X, dp) to 
I! dx 4 G(x - Y) W g(y): W(y)):. 
By dominated convergence and the fact that R,,8 2 0, F exp(-Rc,J 
converges through subsequences strongly to F exp[ - : V:(g)]. Hence 
we have proved that the last term on the right-hand side of (5.30) 
converges through subsequences to 
--E [J‘s dx dy G(x - y) h(s)g(y):V’(~(Y)):Fexp[--:V:(g)li. 
Similarily we get the convergence of the first term on the right-hand 
side of (5.30). We have thus proved the following formula 
W(W exp[-- :V:(g)l) 
=E1l.l dx 4 G(x -Y) W $&J exp[-:l/:(gll/ 
i E I/j. dx dy G(x - Y) 44dy):WW):~ exp[---: E(g)1 1. (5.34) 
We formulate this in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. (The partial integration theorem.) Let g > 0 and 
g E C,“(IFB2), let h E H-,(R2) and let F haoe a finite dimensional base, 
be differentiable and at most of exponential growth. Then 
This formula may be written shortly in the form 
<&W, = j 4 G(x - Y) ($J-)~ 
- I 4 G(x - y) g(y)<: V’(S(yW9,~ 
where the meaning of the last formula is the formula above. 
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Remark. The formula in Theorem 5.3 may also be written in the 
form of the equation of motion for the interacting Markoff field 
<K--d + m2) 5(x> +iwV’(E(4):lF>, = ($&) 7 (5.35) 
where the equality is in the sense of distributions. 
6. THE INFINITE VOLUME LIMIT OF THE SCHWINGER FUNCTIONS 
For any bounded measureable set A C UP we define SA(xl ,..., x,) = 
&,(x1 ,**.> x?) and by the corollary of Theorem 5.1 we then have that 
for B C A 
0 < S,4(x1 ,*a*, XT> d &(x1 ,.**, x,> < S,(x, ,***> xv>. (6.1) 
THEOREM 6.1. For interactions densities satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 5.2, there is a positive locally integrable function S(x, ,..., x,) 
such that 
and such that 
as locally L,-integrable functions, and also pointwise for all x1 ,..., x, 
such that xt # xj for all i # j, if A, has the property that for any 
bounded region B C [w2 there is a NB such that B C A, for all n 3 NB . 
Moreover 
WI ,.‘., XT) = i;f S,(x, , . . . , x,), 
where the infimum is taken over all bounded measurable sets. S(x, ,..., x,) 
is a Euclidian invariant function, and symmetric under permutation of its 
arguments. 
Proof. Let S(x, ,..., x,.) = inf SB(xl ,..., x,). Then 
lim inf SA,(xl ,..., x,) 3 S(x, ,..., x& 
on the other hand since, for any bounded B, A, S B for n > NB we get 
from (6.1) that lim sup SA,(xl ,..., xn) < S(x, ,..., x,). Hence the 
limit exists pointwise, and by (6.1) we have dominated convergence, 
and since &(x1 ,..., x~) is locally integrable we get that the limit 
exists in the local &-sense. Let T be a Euclidean transformation. 
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Then S,( TX, ,..., TX,) = S&x1 ,..., xn) and the Euclidian invariance 
of 8(x, )..., xn) follows from the fact that it is given by the infimum. 
The fact that S(x, ,..., x,) is symmetric under permutation of its 
arguments follows from the fact that S,(x, ,..., xn) is so. This proves 
the Theorem. m 
Remark. S(x, ,..., xr) are the infinite volume Schwinger functions 
and we have from Theorem 6.1 that they are the limits of the space- 
time cut-off Schwinger functions SB(xl ,..., x7), when B converges to 
R2 in the sense of covering eventually all bounded sets ([20]). 
THEOREM 6.2. The infinite volume Schwingerfunctions SnJx, ,..., x,) 
for the interactions of the form A: V: + t~:f~: satisfy the inequalities 
forh’ <handpI <TV. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 
5.2. 1 
THEOREM 6.3. The infinite volume Schwinger functions are unique 
limits of the corresponding space cut-off quantities, i.e., for t, < 0.. < t, 
andf, ,...,f, in G/,(R) 
Proof. Let x;’ t be the characteristic function of the interval 
C-7, 71 x [s, t]. In Section 3, (3.29), we proved that the Schwinger 
functions SG., for the space-time cut-off interaction with space-time 
cut-off function xz*’ converge as s -+ -co and t -+ + cc to the limit 
f I 
. . . 
08 08 
SXJYA ?“‘> mtrJf(rJ -.-f(rrJ dy, **. dm 
= 64 s &I) exp[-& - W% - 441 PW -.- 
expl?(t, - ~df4 - ~JI~J@~> W. (6.2) 
Since 0 < S+ (x1 ,..., x,) < S,(x, ,..., x,) we get by dominated 
convergence, Asing Theorem 6.1, that (6.2) tends to the left-hand 
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side of the formula in Theorem 6.3 as r --f co, s -+ --co, and t -+ 00, 
since [-Y, Y] x [s, t] converges to R2 in the above sense. This proves 
the theorem. 1 
Remark. Although we have now proved that the infinite volume 
Schwinger functions exist, and are equal to the limit of the corre- 
sponding space cut-off quantities in Theorem 6.3, we cannot yet be 
sure that the limits are different from zero. But we shall now see that 
they are, by giving estimates from below utilizing Theorem 5.2, where 
we shall make full use of the monotonicity of Sg,Jxl ,..., x,) in g, . 
What we are doing now is at least in spirit closely related to the ideas 
of Nelson’s proof for the existence of the infinite volume limit in the 
:p(F)2: interactions with Dirichlet boundary conditions [lo, as 
quoted, e.g., in 9b]. 
Let now C be any simple closed piecewise Cl-curve of finite length 
in R2, and let 6, be the measure concentrated on C induced from the 
Lebesgue measure on R2, i.e., the arc-length measure on C. Let 
S,( = XE * SC . By the method of Section 5 we get, because of 
(W2&) = j/ G(x - Y>” &Cd &T(Y) < 00, 
that :t2:(6eE) converges in L2(X, dp), hence in all L,(X, &), to the 
function :E2:(6,). We shall also introduce the notation Je :t2: for this 
L,(X, &) function. 
By the now standard methods of polynomial interactions [21], we 
get that exp[-:t2:(S,)] is in I&(X, &) for all finite p and that 
exp[-:e2:(&$)] --+ exp[-:52:(6c)] (6.3) 
in&,(X, +) for all finitep. Hence, for F ELJX, &) we get that 
E(F exp[-o:t2:(6$)] exp[-:V:(g)]} 
+ E{Fexp[--o:f2:(&)] exp[-:V:(g)]}. (6.4) 
Thus for h, ,..., h, in K,(R2) and g > 0 and in L2(R2) n L,(R2) we 
have 
s ,.&(~l I’*‘* M - f%,,c(h, 3*--., bz)> (6.5) 
where 
s g.d = MM *** 5vbJ>;c 
= ((exp[-u:5”:(S,)]>~)-’ (t&) *.. &J expE-d2:&)lh . (6.6) 
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Since 6,~ E CsW(W) it follows by this convergence and from 
Theorem 5.2 that if h, 3 O,..., h, > 0 then 
%&l 9***, hJ < ~g~*,~C(~, ,a**, h&) < q74hl ,***, hz) 
forg’<g,a’<aandC’_CC. 
By (6.7) we have that 
(6.7) 
exists and we have the inequality 
mh ,*.-> ha) < $(h, ,..*, 4%) d ~,~@l ,.**, kz), 
where g’ < g and C’ _C C. 
(6.9) 
For any F E&(X, dp), for some p, 1 < p < co, we define 
E°C(F) = [E(exp[-u:[2:(&)])]-1 E(F exp[-o:52:(Sc)]). (6.10) 
An explicit calculation gives that for h in H-,(R2) 
fic{ew[W)l> = exrWWG,&l~ (6.11) 
where (hG,,h) = Jf h(x) G,,(x - y) h(y) dx dy and G&X - y) is 
the kernel of the inverse operator of --d,, + m2, where --A,, is the 
self-adjoint operator corresponding to the closable positive form 
Hence Eat is the expectation with respect to the Gaussian measure 
with covariance function GPc * (X - y). Since --d,, + m2 converges 
monotonically to -AC + m2, where AC is the Laplace operator with 
zero boundary condition on C, i.e., the closure of the restriction of A 
to the Com(R2) f unctions which vanish on C, we get that (hG,&) 
converges to (hG%), where GC(x - y) is the kernel of the inverse 
operator of -AC + m2. Hence by (6.11) Eoc converges weakly to EC, 
which is the expectation with respect to the Gaussian measure dpc 
with covariance function GC(x - y). Since C is a simple closed 
Cl-curve of finite length, it divides R2 into a finite number of disjoint 
open sets D, ,..., Dk, so that R2 = CUD,U-**UD,. It follows 
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from the fact that AC is the closure of the restriction of d to the Corn 
functions that vanish on C, that 
relative to the direct decomposition 
where A,$ is the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions in Di , 
i = l,..., k. Hence we get that 
GC = G,, @ a** @ Gon , (6.13) 
where G,* is the inverse of -ADi + W$ and therefore 
d~c = dcLq x .-a x dpo,, (6.14) 
where dpgi is the Gaussian measure with covariance given by GDi . 
Now we use the technique of Section 4 and construct the lattrce 
approximation for Sgtoc . By the method of Guerra, Rosen, and Simon 
[9b, Sections IV and IV] we then get by letting u -+ 00 a lattice 
approximation for Eo{[(h,) .** [(h,) exp[-:V:(g)]}. By removing the 
lattice approximation we prove in this way that 
S,vh ,-**, h,) = (,!F[exp(-: V:(g))])-l ZTQ(h,) 0.. [(h,) exp(- :V:(g))]. 
(6.15) 
Now let C be a connected curve and suppose h, ,..., h, all have 
support in the interior of C. By (6.14) and (6.15) and the fact that 
:V:(g, + gs) = :V:(g,) + : V:(gJ we have that SgC(h, ,..., h,) is 
independent of g if g is constant in the interior of C. Let C = C, u C, , 
where C, and C, are connected curves and let C, be contained in the 
interior of C, . Moreover let us assume that h, ,..., h, have support in 
the interior of C, . 
By (6.14) and (6.15) we then get that 
S,%l ,*-*, h,) = S,C’(h, )...) A,). (6.16) 
Let now h, > O,..., h, > 0, then by (6.9) 
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hence we have 
S,C’(h, )..., kz) < gvl ,-**a h,). (6.17) 
Therefore if C is a connected closed curve, S,C(h, ,..., h,) converges 
monotonically to a limit as C expands so that finally all points are 
interior to C. Moreover one proves easily that EC converges weakly 
to E as C expands, by the fact that GC converges to G. This then gives 
that S,C(h, ,..., h,) converges to S&h, ,..., h,) as C expands, and by 
(6.17) and (6.9) we then get that 
V@l ,***, 4) G &7@, ,**-> &a). (6.18) 
Since S,C(h, ,..., h,) is independent of g as soon as g is constant in the 
interior of C we get the uniform lower bound 
K%h ,..‘, 4%) < &7(h, ,--*9 kl), (6.19) 
where S,C(h, ,..., h,) = S,C(h, ,..., h,), if g(x) = X for x in the 
interior of C. 
By letting g converge monotonically to h we therefore get 
m% ,**a, &a) < wh ,**-, h,), (6.20) 
which then proves that 8(x, ,..., x,) are nontrivial. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let B be a bounded measurable subset of IFP and set 
dm = [E(exp[- :~:(xB)W exp[---:V:(xdI &, 
where xe is the characteristic function for the set B. Then there is a 
measure dp* on the space of tempered distributions such that dpe con- 
verges weakly to dp* as B tends to R2 in such a way that jinally it covers 
all bounded sets. 
Moreover, for h E L7(iR2), E,(exp[i&h)]) = Jexp[i&h)] dp+ is 
given by the convergent series 
~*(exPw41) = go $g E*K-W”). 
Proof. To prove this Theorem it is obviously enough to prove 
that, for any h E Y(R2), E,(exp[it(h)]) = J exp[i&h)] dpB converges 
to a positive definite continuous function on Y(R2). This because 
by the Bochner-Minlos theorem there is then a measure d,u.+ on the 
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set of tempered distributions Y’(W) such that the limit function is 
given by E,(exp[i@h)]) = J exp[if(h)] d,~, , and the pointwise con- 
vergence of the characteristic functions implies weak convergence of 
dpB to dp* . Now by the fact that the interaction density is even, 
V(s) = q-s), we get that dpg is an even measure, so that 
E,(exp[i&h)]) = E,(cos([(h))). Now we have 
* (-1) 
c0&v)) = ,Fb @)! (&hN2”~ (6.21) 
and we shall see that this series converges strongly in L,(X, dpB), 
uniformly in B. By Theorem 5.1 and its Corollary we have 
E,(((h)2”) = Sjp(h )...) h) < s$q h I,..., 1 h I) < sy(l h I)..., I h I). 
An explicit computation gives 
Sp’( h ,..., h) = $$- (hGh)“. 
So that 
Since 
converges, we have proved that (6.21) converges absolutely, and hence 
strongly, in L,(X, dpB) uniformly in B. 
Therefore it is enough to prove that 
E&Jh)2”) = Sp’(h,..., h) 
converges and this follows from Theorem 6.1. This proves the 
convergence of the function E,(exp[i&h)]), moreover we have also 
proved by the uniform L,(X, dpB) convergence of (6.21) that the limit 
function has the form 
go g; S(znvb.., h), (6.22) 
where S is the infinite volume Schwinger function. The continuity of 
the function (6.22) f or h E 9(W) follows from the estimate in 
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Theorem 6.1. That it is positive definite follows from the fact that 
pointwise limits of positive definite functions are positive definite. 
This proves the theorem. 1 
7. THE MASS GAP AND THE VERIFICATION OF THE 
WIGHTMAN AXIOMS 
The first part of this section is an adaption for the exponential 
interactions of Simon’s investigations for :P(T)~: [ll] on the implica- 
tions which the correlation inequalities have for the mass gap, namely 
that it is given by the decrease at infinity of the two point Schwinger 
functions. So let p(y) = 0 for y < -1, to (1 + y)/2 for Iy 1 < 1, 
and to 1 for y > 1. Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 7.1. For the exponential interactions given by a density 
V(s) = V(-s) = J e8” dv(cu), where v is a positive finite measure with 
compact support in the interval (-(4/G, (4/d;)) and with space-time 
cut-o#g > 0, g E C,~(Rz), the following inequalities hold 
for any non-negative functions h, .** hi+, in C,m(Rz), where p(h) = 
PMh)h and 
<FG): = @‘GA, - (F), (G),, 
whereF = p(hl) *mm p(hJ and G = p(hi+J **I p(hi+J. 
COROLLARY. The same inequalities also hold with g 2 0 and 
g ELM n L1(uP). 
Proof. This Lemma is proven in the same way as the corre- 
sponding result in Simon [l 1, Theorem 31. In fact Simon’s proof 
depends only on the monotonicity properties of products and sums of 
p(h$) as well as the correlation inequalities of FGK-type, which we 
established for the even exponential interactions in Theorem 4.3. The 
Corollary follows using the fact that the function p is bounded, and 
the fact that ( )p and S, depend strongly continuously on g in 
L2(R2) n L,(R2). This last fact is to be found in the Corollary to 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 and in the proof of this Corollary. 1 
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Consider now the expectation (p(h,) -** p(&+,)), , taking g to be the 
characteristic function xB of a bounded measurable set B of W. 
Since h, ,..., Iz~+~ are in Y(R2) we get, by Theorem 6.4, that 
(f(hl) *** P(hi+li)g converges as B increases to cover all bounded sets. 
By Theorem 6.1, S,(Ir, , h,J also converges. Hence we have the 
the following. 
LEMMA 7.2. For the exponential interaction with density given by an 
even V(s) = V( - ) s we have the following inequality 
where (F), = E,(F) and (FG)$ = <FG)* - (F)*<G)*~ where 
F = p(h,) *a* p(&) and G = p(hi+J *** P(hi+k). I 
LEMMA 7.3. Under the same assumptions on the interaction density 
as in the previous Lemma, we have that, for the space cut-off interaction, 
where h,(y, 4 = L(Y) W and h,Yy, 4 = f,(r) Us), 
where $9’ is the characteristic function for the interval C-r, r] x [s, t] 
and 
(FQ, , GW = (F-Q, , GQ,) - (F% , Q,)(Q, , @A). 
Proof. This lemma follows from the proof of Theorem 6.3 and 
Lemma 7.1, in the same way as the previous Lemma was proved. a 
THEOREM 7.1. The lowest eigenvalue E, of the Hamiltonian H, 
for the space cut-03 interaction is separated from the rest of the spectrum 
of H, by the mass gap m, , where mr 3 m, the mass of the free$eld, and 
m, = $d2 $r (-l/t) log s;qy, ) 0; yz ) t). 
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Proof. The Theorem follows immediately from the estimate in 
Lemma 7.3, because Sz, is a function in E&,(X, &) which is positive 
almost everywhere, and linear combinations of p(hJ **a p(&) are 
dense in E&.(X, dp) [ see Simon 11, Lemma 41 and furthermore 
s;2’(x, , x2) < $“)(x 1 , x2), which is finite for x1 # x2 and falls off 
like exp[--ml x1 - x2 11 as 1 xi - x2 1 tends to infinity. 
Remark. We have also that all the propositions of Theorems 4 and 
5 of [ 1 l] extend to the case of the above even exponential interactions. 
In particular m, is equal to the infimum of the spectrum of the restric- 
tion of H, to the odd subspace of the Fock space, i.e., the subspace 
where %(2n+1) is the (2n + I)-fold tensor product of H-,,,(Iw) with 
itself. The set of all vectors of the form p’( f )sZ, for f 2 0, f E K,/,(F!) 
is coupled to the first excited state in the sense of Simon [ 111. 
Let now F(t) b e a Borel-measurable function (i.e., measurable 
with respect to the u-algebra generated by the open sets) on the space 
of tempered distributions, i.e., ,$ E yI(R2). We then write, for any 
x E R2,J’,(5) = F(&), where (5,, h) = (5,h,> and Uy) = h(y - x) 
for any h E Y(R2). 
THEOREM 7.2. The measure pc on Y’(W2) is strongly clustering, i.e., 
for any two Borel-measurable sets A and B in sp’(Iw”) 
P*@c ” 4 -+ P*W * P*(B) 
as 1 x j --t CO, where A, is the set with characteristic function (x&. 
Moreover 
I CL&% u B) - 49 P~WI d C exp[--m’ I x II, 
for any m’ -=c m, where m is the mass of the free Jield. In particular the 
in$nite volume Schwinger functions have the cluster property that 
S(Xl **'x, ,x,+1 + x,..., .%I+, +x1 --t S(x, ***x,) qx,,, ***x,+,), 
as 1 x 1 + 00 in [w2. Moreover 
I SC% -** %a , x,+1 + x,*-v %a+, + 4 - qx, -** &J q-%+1 .-* %+,)I 
< C exp[--m’ 1 x I] 
for any m’ --c m. 
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Proof. Since 
S(h, ,..., hn) = j <5,h,) 0.. (5,hJ 443, 
the cluster properties of the Schwinger functions would follow 
from those of the measure CL.+ . By Lemma 7.2 we know that for 
F = PW -** Pvq and G = p(Iq+J *.* #Q+~), where h, > 0, 
i = l,...,j + K andp(h) = p((.$, h)) 
1s FG (IcL* - j F dcL* * j G 4+ j < f ,zGj S’2’(h,, U. (7.1) 
i+lqn<k 
Now since S(2)(~, , x2) < S~“(X, , x2) = G(x, - x2), we get that 
IS F,GdtL* - jFdp* j G4+ 1 < Cexp[--m’ Ix II, (7.2) 
by the known decrease of G(x) at infinity. 
Since F(t) and G(t) take values in the compact interval [0, I], we 
get that any functions F and G of the form 
i: = fUW%..,F,(5))> e = g(W%.., f-%5)), 
where f and g are bounded continuous functions in [WP and W, and 
Gi(t) and F&f) are of the same form as F(e) and G( 0, may be approxi- 
mated uniformly by polynomials in F,(t),..., I?,(.$) and G,(t),..., G,(t), 
respectively. By the uniform approximation and (7.2) we get again that 
where +ii is any number such that fi < m’. By approximating in 
L,(dp.+)-norm the characteristic functions xa and xe by functions of 
the form F and G, we prove the Theorem. i 
THEOREM 7.3. The infinite volume limit Schwinger functions satisfy 
the Osterwalder-Schrader conditions [ 151 for Euclidian Green’s functions 
in the sense that they are (i) tempered distributions; (ii) Euclidian 
invariant; (iii) they satisfy the positivity conditions; (iv) they are 
symmetric with respect to permutations of their arguments; and (v) they 
have the cluster properties. 
Proof. The only condition which we have not yet verified is 
condition (iii). However this follows immediately from the fact that 
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they are the pointwise limits of the corresponding space cut-off 
functions S,(x, ,..., x,J as r tends to infinity as was proved in Theorem 
6.3, and the fact that 
MYA ,...,yntn) = (Q,, 94~~) ew[-(t2 - tJ(% - WI *a* 
dm) exp[-k - LdfC - -91 QJ, 
where H,. - E, is a positive self-adjoint operator. So this proves the 
Theorem. 4 
From Osterwalder and Schrader’s paper [15]* it follows then that 
the Schwinger functions S(yItl ,..., y&J are analytic functions of the 
n - 1 variables t, - t 1 ,..., t, - tnml for Re(td - ti-J > 0, i = 2 ,..., n. 
Moreover their boundary values on the product of the imaginary axis 
WC% I..., xn) satisfy the Wightman axioms. 
THEOREM 7.4. For the even exponential interactions with interaction 
density given by V(s) = V(-s), where V(s) = J Ed” dv(or) and v is a 
positive bounded measure with compact support in (-(4/2/G), (4/l/G)), 
the Wightman functions W(x, ,..., xn) defined by analytic continuation 
of the injinite volume Schwinger functions S(x, ,..., xn) satisfy all the 
Wightman axioms, i.e., they are tempered distributions; relativistic 
invariant; satisfy the positive definiteness condition; local commutativity ; 
cluster properties; and the spectral condition. 
Moreover they are the limit of the corresponding space cut-of quantities, 
in the sense of analytic functions. 
Let H be the in$nitesimal generator of the unitary group of time 
translations in the representation space constructed from the Wightman 
functions. Then zero is an isolated eigenvalue of H and it is separated 
from the rest of the spectrum by an interval of length rn* where m, > m, 
and m is the free mass. Moreover m, is a monotone increasing function 
of the coupling constant A, the mass perturbation p and the free mass m. 
Furthermore 
m, = sup [a; exp(irt)IR ,S2)(y, t) dy is uniformly bounded in t] , 
where S2)(xI - x2) is the two point Schwinger function. 
Proof. That the Wightman axioms follow from Theorem 7.3 is 
proved by Osterwalder and Schrader in [15].* That the Wightman 
functions are limits of the corresponding space cut-off quantities 
follows from the fact that the space cut-off Schwinger functions are 
.580/16/r-6 
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analytic for Re(t, - ti-J > 0, i = 2,..., n, and converge for ti all 
real and the boundary values on the imaginary axis are the corre- 
sponding Wightman functions. The mass gap follows from Lemma 7.2 
in the same way as the cluster properties, and the expression for m, 
follows from the relativistic invariance (which gives that the mass gap 
is smallest for zero momentum), and the fact that 0 < S(2)(~) < G(x) 
so that ,ZP)(y, t) is integrable with respect to y. Moreover the mono- 
tonicity of m, follows from the corresponding monotonicity of the two 
point Schwinger function St2)(x) proven in Theorem 6.2. This proves 
the Theorem. m 
Note Added in Proof. That the set of assumptions for Euclidean Green’s functions 
given in Reference [15] is sufficient for yielding, upon analytic continuation, a 
Wightman theory is actually not proved ([15] contains an error concerning this point). 
The sufficiency is however established under an additional assumption, essentially 
restricting the growth of S(hr ,..., k,) as a function of n (See K. Osterwalder in 
Proceedings of Erice Summer School, Ed. G. Velo, A. Wightman, Springer 1973). 
This additional assumption is trivially satisfied in our case (due to the bound 
Sk v..., b,) < Sdk, ,..., k,)). Hence we can indeed proceed in the indicated way 
from Theorem 7.3 to Theorem 7.4. 
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